
CATALASE LIVER AND POTATO LAB

Liver contains more of the enzyme catalase, which breaks down hydrogen peroxide. Liver contains more Decomposition
of Hydrogen Peroxide Lab Answers.

The interaction of the bubbles with the soap solution produces a good amount of foam. Hence the enzyme is
important and it is the fastest enzyme known. This activity is conducted to observe the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide using Catalase in potato and liver. Step 2: Make sure they put on their goggles. Students
should be given a brief lesson on catalase or peroxidase - the enzyme that naturally occurs in our bodies to
break down the hydrogen peroxide H2O2 in our bodies. For this reason nature introduced catalysts which are
known as enzymes. To the blended liver drop, add one drop of hydrogen peroxide. This is only until the point
until denaturation. The result was noted. The results that were yield when raw liver was placed in the first test
tube is that there was a fast reaction, it was super bubbly, huge bubbles 12 cm tall and it had a tepid
temperature. Reassemble the apparatus, refill the measuring cylinder, and repeat from g to j with another
concentration of hydrogen peroxide. Vol 1. Dropping pieces of liver and potato into the hydrogen peroxide
results in bubbling as oxygen is released. Discussion: Upon conducting the experiment and carefully
observing, there was no reaction when sand was added into the hydrogen peroxide H2O2 because it contained
no enzyme. Completely disinfect any surfaces that the raw liver meat touched during this activity, and be sure
to thoroughly wash your hands with soap and warm water. You should have noticed that the boiled potato
produced little to no bubbles. Chop and mash a small sample about a tablespoon of the room temperature
potato and place into beaker or cup. Put one drop of the mixture on a clean part of the large plate and add one
drop of hydrogen peroxide to it. Hydrogen peroxide is harmful and must be removed as soon as it is produced
in the cell. Which condition s makes it work the worst? Which potato sample decomposed the most hydrogen
peroxide? A Study of Enzymes. In the third test tube which had the crushed potato, white foam also appeared
on top 1 inch tall and even more bubbly solution. Conclusions Catalase acts as the catalyzing enzyme in the
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Investigating an enzyme-controlled reaction: catalase and hydrogen
peroxide concentration Class practical or demonstration Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 is a by-product of
respiration and is made in all living cells. Under which conditions does the enzyme work well, and under
which ones does it work poorly? Individual students may then have time to gather repeat data. What are other
variables we can test? Rinse splashes of peroxide and pureed potato off the skin as quickly as possible. Why
do you think this is so? Can hydrogen peroxide be broken down by catalyst other than those found in a living
system? For further information, consult your state's handbook of Science Safety. Push the plunger on the
syringe and immediately start the stopclock. Infants die within a few months because too many toxins build up
inside their bodies. Invert it over the trough of water, with the open end under the surface of the water in the
bowl, and with the end of the rubber tubing in the measuring cylinder. Then increase the surface area by
cutting the cubes even smaller, keeping the volume the same in each but changing the surface area. Larger
particles decreased the rate of reaction because they require more energy to break down.


